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2051.
2052.
2053.
2054.
2055.
2056.

evaluate
pension
external
cope
emphasis
restriction

2057. partly
2058. aside
2059. massive
2060. intellectual
2061. minority
2062. revolution
2063. submit
2064. prospect
2065.
equation
2066. unemployment
2067. intervention
2068. delight
2069. mom
2070. anymore
2071.
2072.
2073.
2074.
2075.

smart
numerous
illness
abandon
confuse

2076. wheel
2077. crucial
2078. efficient
2079. dominate
2080. database
2081. split
2082. trace
2083. isolate
2084. port

v
n
adj
v
n
n

to form an idea to judge something carefully
money that a person receives after retirement
to be outside of something
to deal successfully with a difficult situation
a special quality in the way something is said
a rule or law that limits what people can do
used to show that something is true to some degree but not
adv
completely
adv to or toward the side
adj very big
adj using or relating to your ability to think and understand things
a part of a group which is less than half of the whole group, often
adj
much less
n the attempt by many people to end the rule of one government
v accept to a superior force; obey to someone
n the possibility that something will happen
when you show that two amounts are equal using mathematical
n
symbols
n the number of people who are without jobs; not having a job
when someone intervenes, especially to prevent something from
n
happening
n a strong feeling of happiness; great pleasure or satisfaction
n mother
If you do not do something or something does not happen
adv
anymore, you have stopped doing it or it does not now happen
adj intelligent
adj existing in large numbers
n a disease of the body or mind; sickness
v to give up or quit, something not finished yet
v to make (someone) uncertain or unable to understand something
n one of the round parts underneath a car or wagon, that rolls and
allows something to move
adj extremely important
capable of producing desired results without wasting materials,
adj
time, or energy
v to have power or influence over
n information stored in a computer in an organized structure so that
it can be searched in different ways
v to break apart or into pieces especially along a straight line
v find, describe or discover by investigation
v to keep in a place or situation apart from others
a town or an area of a town next to water where ships arrive and
n
leave from

2085. drama
2086. nose
2087.
2088.
2089.
2090.
2091.

rapidly
dispute
landscape
spell
ultimately

2092. inch
2093. profile
2094. phenomenon
2095. entertainment
2096. boundary
2097.
2098.
2099.
2100.

gender
assistance
dramatic
educate

n

a play that is performed on stage, theater, or TV
the part of the face or head through which a person or animal
n
smells and breathes
adv happening or moving very quickly
n a disagreement, especially one that lasts a long time
n the appearance of an area of land, especially in the countryside
v to say, write, or print the letters of a word or name
adv finally, after a series of things have happened; in the end
n a unit of measurement equal to 1⁄36 yard or 1⁄12 of a foot (2.54
centimeters)
n a short description of someone's life, character, or work
n a fact that can observed and studied
shows, films, television, or other performances or activities that
n
entertain people
something such as a river, a fence, or an imaginary line that
n
shows where an area ends and another area begins
n the state of being male or female
n help
adj very sudden or noticeable; full of action and excitement
v to teach someone especially in a school, college, or university

